
Genetics & Genomics of Disease (Bio 5487)
Co-Directors:  
Tim Schedl (Genetics) 
Chris Gurnett (Neurology) 
John Welch (Medicine)
Gary Stormo (Genetics)

Goal:
Introduce the use of genetic and genomic information 
in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of disease, 
from current concepts and practice to gaps that need to 
be filled in achieving precision medicine. 
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Purpose:
- Expand/extend your educational experience in the 
areas of genetics, genomic & bioinformatics related to 
medicine.

- For some, make clinical connections related 
to thesis research. 

- Provide career path information, for postdoctoral 
research areas or alternatives to traditional PI track.             



Genetics & Genomics of Disease (Bio 5487)

- Round table presentation on topic of the day leading 
into questions and further discussions (~90 min)

Examples include  
- Latest sequencing technology
- Bioinformatics behind data analysis
- Monogenic and polygenic disease 
- Cancer
- Ethical and policy issues
- Non-PI career possibilities

See < http://pmpathway.wustl.edu/class-information-2021/ >



Class details

- Monday & Wednesday, 3:00 – ~4:30

- Class is either in person, Couch Bld, room 4001B, or
remote via Zoom; the choice is up to the discretion 
of the presenting faculty member.  

- Notwithstanding these constraints, we want to this 
to be a roundtable-like discussion of the content, as 
much as possible. 



Precision medicine (also called personalized 
or genomic medicine) 
- clinical care based on knowledge of patient-specific 
genome variation – utilizes genetic and genomic 
changes as key elements in defining disease and 
determining preventative strategies and treatments.
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Genotype Phenotype

1) Making the genotype <-> phenotype connection 
is essential for diagnosis. 

2) Determining mechanism by which gene-variants 
disrupts function & causes disease (phenotype), is 
an essential step in devising treatment.  



Key genetic point

> The vast majority of genetic changes (variation) 
that lead to disease are dominant. 
- monogenic (Mendelian) disease 
- polygenic (complex) disease
- cancer (both germline and somatic variation)

> This is a different context from what you hear about 
in typical Genetics courses.  



MacArthur et al., 2014
– Challenges in making the genotype <-> phenotype 
connection, and thus diagnosis, from exome (genome 
sequence). 

- Provides a conceptual framework to address challenges
> term definitions
> use of population control variant frequency

> Evidence data types at gene and variant level
- Genetic 

(inheritance, population frequency, recurrence/matching) 
- Bioinformatic

(conservation, motif [splice sites], biochemical properties,
examples, CADD, MutationTaster)

- Experimental 
(human samples, model organisms, cell culture, in vitro)



Karczewski et al., 2020 – population sequence
analysis of ~140,000 control individuals that identifies
a continuum of - genes that are tolerant to loss of 
function variation (homozygous knockout tolerated) to 
genes that are intolerant (constrained) to loss of 
function (knockout strongly selected against in 
heterozygotes). 

This variant level analysis for all human genes is found
at 
https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/


